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Today, I’ll be reviewing ‘Infiltrate, Destroy, Rebuild’ by CKY. One Allmusic.com 
reviewer said the opening track was one of the best on the album, but to me all 
songs are more or less the same quality. It’s because it’s the first song, isn’t it? First 
impressions and all that. If so, get off AM, it’s a serious site. I know that’s coming 
from me, but in comparison if I went to an art museum (bearing in mind I know 
nothing about art), I would be optimistic at first. I’d be like ‘wow, cool drawing.’ Then 
I’d get bored and think everything else is alright, then finally rubbish. For that reason, 
I think the Allmusic guy should be sacked. Of course I’m not the kind of person who 
goes around trying to make people lose their jobs, maybe by planting cocaine in their 
pockets and rambling notes, but the employer of the reviewer DOES know he made 
a mistake at least? 

It’s also like trying to review the best soap episode of all time. We all know they’re all 
the same. If they weren’t you’d actually be able to remember the episodes years 
later. The only soap episode I really recall (other than the ones where people kept 
falling down holes) was the one where a once beloved character who was 
exceptionally nice for years and years, suddenly went mad and went around 
stabbing people, because his dog died. Then he was nice again. (Or something like 
that. That’s genuinely how I remember it anyway, no joke). It was on Neighbours. 
And that was many years ago now, way before the show was pulled from British 
television. God knows how bad the show must be now. Isn’t the 40 year old 
character Toadfish going out with a 90 year old or whatever in the show? Sure, it’s 
hard to admit everything blurs into one whilst trying to appear analytical, but 
reviewers are truth seekers, no? Therefore, the reviewer commenting on IDR should 
apologise for trying to be too clever. Just say it’s all the same. Not in a bad way, but 
in comforting, structured way. 

Have I talked about the do-gooding mass murderer before on this site? Not sure. If 
so, you’re getting told about him again. I think that’s perfectly fair enough. Now CKY 
again! I just complained about the Allmusic guy, but to be fair things are far worse on 
Amazon. One so called ‘reviewer’ gave a one word review saying ‘awful’ and the 
word was spelt wrong. Very hard to take him seriously. (Unless he was making up a 
new word ‘awfull’ meaning full of aw, meaning full of adorableness. To be fair, it IS a 
fairly soft album despite the name). I guess things can always be worse, right? 
Taking things further, a reviewer could just say ‘Fnpkofdpskop5454wtes’. But tbh, I 
can’t see how things can be worse than THAT. Maybe the phrase should be changed 
to ‘Things can always be worse, up to certain point.’ Or ‘Things can always be worse 
unless it’s gibberish’. If I wrote such a critique on the site I’m working for (Metal-
Rules) I’m sure it would be like ‘Well, we’re thankful for all you’ve done for us, but 
we’ll have to let you go. And don’t bother replying to this email. You’ll weird us out.’

Remember my Pitchshifter review where I pointed out their site was given up on? 
The same goes for CKY! Again, if they use Wix, all they need to spend is around £10 
a month. Don’t give me the ‘we don’t have time to maintain the web page’ argument, 
because I don’t buy it. On the contrary, if you choose to completely leave your site 
alone for years and years, that’s completely up to you. What do you think will happen 
to it? It will get rusty? Of course not. CKY do have a Facebook page, but I was 
shocked to see how offensive some of their pictures were. They literally appear to be 
insulting the viewers. They do so in a clever way, but that makes things worse. I was 
thinking ‘hey, that’s pretty witty. Hang on, did you just flip me off?’ The band bring me 
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up, to bring me right down again. >:(

Now what to say? I feel a bit bad for bringing up apparent sitcom Neighbours again, 
so let’s make this critique nice and beefy. No one likes rehashes, even if they’re 
absolutely hilarious. Hm. Let’s talk about the band name. Apparently CKY stands for 
‘Camp Kill Yourself’. Even songs that are about suicide are controversial, but band 
names that TELL you to die? Wow. It could be worse, the band could be called ‘Do it, 
you wuss’, but CKY is still pretty bad, I think. The album name is almost equally 
aggressive. If you told someone to kill himself, then you shouted ‘INFILTRATE, 
DESTROY, REBUILD!!!!’ you’d honestly get sectioned immediately. Having said all 
that… good album! 9/10. I promise to try not to talk about Neighbours again, but 
wow. Unforgettable. Bye!


